Lexie's Law leads to safer child care

Since Lexie's Law was implemented in 2010, Kansas’ national ranking in child care oversight — previously 47th — has improved to third, according to the 2012 report of the National Association of Child Care Resource and Referral Agencies. Behind the landmark legislation, however, is the personal tragedy of an associate professor for KU Medical Center.

Help for rare genetic disorder

A decades-old drug previously used to treat abnormal heart rhythms is showing new promise in the fight against a rare neurological disorder, according to research conducted at KU Medical Center.

Student posters for Get Out the Vote

Get Out The Vote Posters created by seven KU Department of Design students were recently selected for an exhibition at the American Institute for Graphic Arts National Design Center in New York City.

Join Denim & Pink Day

The Emily Taylor Center for Women and Gender Equity will host Denim & Pink Day on Oct. 18 in an effort to raise breast cancer awareness. Individuals and departments on campus are encouraged to participate.
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